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YaleERGO 360 RATCHET LEVER HOIST
NEW UTILITY
VERSION

Spare parts for the
YaleERGO are on

pages 125-129*

       Type          Capacity       Falls of          Chain          Lifting        Closed     Handle effort    Handle effort    Weight @      Price @       *Additional

                         (WLL)       load chain   dimensions      height        height           at WLL             at WLL         std. HOL      std. HOL     lifting height

                                                                                                                                                 with crank                                                       

                             kg                                   mm              mtr             mm               daN                  daN                kg                 £             £/mtr HOL

      ERGO            750                1            5.6 x 17.1         1.5             320                21                    20                 6.6          £425.00         £13.27

      ERGO           1500               1             7.1 x 21           1.5             375                31                    24                9.5          £465.00         £16.33

      ERGO           3000               1              10 x 28           1.5             445                43                    35               16.8         £609.00         £27.55

      ERGO           6000               2              10 x 28           1.5             563                46                    37                28.6         £801.00       £55.10
      ERGO           9000               3              10 x 28           1.5             695                50                    41                49.5        £1475.00        £82.65

 ERGO UT**       1500               1             7.1 x 21           1.5             375                31                    24                 9.8          £547.00         £16.33

 ERGO UT**       3000               1              10 x 28           1.5             445                43                    35                18.1         £726.00         £27.55

 ERGO UT**       6000               2              10 x 28           1.5             563                46                    37                29.8         £913.00       £55.10
 ERGO UT**       9000               3              10 x 28           1.5             695                50                    41                50.4        £1596.00       £82.65

750kg
up to
9t 

Version

Special applications such as overhead line construction require
specialist lifting equipment.

In accordance with EN 1808 - Safety requirements for suspended
access equipment, 8.9.2, the new YaleERGO UT is supplied fitted
with an automatically acting safety device, which offers even more
security when used in overhead line construction or similar areas.

The innovative safety device, patent-pending, which prevents
a sudden load drop or run through works when a certain speed
is exceeded during use as well as during inactive phases -
especially when the device has been left under tension for long 
periods of time.

The system safely absorbs the load after only 25-50mm of chain
movement preventing the creation of larger dynamic forces which
could cause further damage.

Another highlight is the possibility of being able to lift at any
time - even after the safety device has been triggered. By
simply turning the hand lever a full turn in the lift direction, the
safety device is automatically unlocked. It can then be returned
to its original position at the push of a button. This means that
the device can be removed and checked at any time with
minimal effort and/or downtime.

Utilit
y

UT version shown
in photographs
*

Designed for optimum efficiency and safety

Redefining lever-operated hoists, the YaleERGO features the 
evolutionary crank handle that allows for efficient operation in both
lifting and pulling applications. Ergonomically designed for increased
safety, the patent pending YaleERGO lets the operator work up to
12 times faster and with as much as 30% less effort than with
conventional ratchet lever tools.

n Crank handle made of durable polyamide with a heavy-duty
steel core for rugged use.

n Effective operation from any angle with a handle that folds
down and locks into position on either side of the lever.

n The design keeps the operator’s body aligned with the load
chain, reducing the risk of the twist effect – when a hoist
twists around the chain. No need to use a second hand to
stabilize the hoist.

n Operator can securely grip the grooved, no-slip handle.
n Optional Overload Protection device. POA.


